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Tile Link Project Moves Forward

Among the dozens creating tiles for the MelroLink parking lot on September 28
were (from left) Emily Yonker and Alicia Webb, as Nancy DeBettencourt looks on.

The planning and design of the MetroLink system has included an arts component from the outset. The preparation
of a new parking lot by the Delmar station has led to another
popular inclusion of.the arts.
Sarah Smith, director of Arts in Transit at Bi-State, approached the
West End Arts Council about creating a locally-based project as part
of the parking lot construction.
Smith worked with West End Arts
Council Co-Chairs Roy Roncal and
Andy Cross and SDCC Director
Laure Porterfield in planning the
project.
Designated Tile Link, to fit with
the Delmar Link theme of the commercial area, the planning group
decided to have children and adults
in our area design tiles that would
then fit into the walkways connecting the lot to the station and to be
fit into benches placed along the
Neighbor Dee Joyce Hayes, St. Louis
Circuit Attorney, was among the adults
who tried their hand at tile making.

way.

Nancy DeBettencourt of 62xx
Washington joined the group and
proved invaluable in coordinating
trips to schools and planning the
Tile Link party. September was a
very busy month. The Tile Link
task force visited New City School
on September 16, Hamilton on
September 18, St. Roch on the
18th as well, and Crossroads on
September 19th. Many children
had the opportunity to personally
design a tile. Crossroads students
assisted at Hamilton and older children at St. Roch assisted the
younger kids there.
DeBettencourt, by the way,.has
spent the past few years as a necktie designer for a large manufacturer downtown. In this career, she
is able to utilize drawing, painting,
design and fashion. She had previously designed some very stylish
hats.
Andy Cross, a scene painter,
was able to introduce Catherine
Magel to the project. She is a ceramist and theme painter. She has
a degree from the Kansas City Art
Institute and teaches scene painting at Webster. Her contributions

have been considerable. In addition, Paul Casey and Carol Billings
assisted.
On Saturday, September 28, a
lively gathering was held in Bill
Kohn's studio. Adults and children
alike paid a $10 admission charge,
designed a tile, and enjoyed appetizers, desserts, and beverages.
Over a hundred people attended
and everyone got caught up in the
spirit of the event. Many of the
attendees were neighbors but some
were artists from various parts of
the community. Andy Cross prepared a lovely sign to mark the site.
On the following Saturday, October 5, the Tile Link group took
their project to the Loop in Motion
in University City. There, about
750 people made tiles for the
project.
If all goes well, there may be
enough tiles to put in gardens and
landscaped areas too.
The actual construction of the
Tile Link should take place in the
next six weeks. The new parking
lot is expected to open in mid-November.

Roy Roncal (left) and Nancy DeBettencourt, along with Andy Cross (not shown)
were among the organizers of the TileLink event.

Halloween Activities Set for October 3 1st

Halloween Safety Tips

29th Annual Children's Party Starts the Evening with Fun, Prizes

1 Trick or treat during the
designated hours (6:30-8)
2 Children should be accompanied by an adult; older
children should be in pairs
or groups.
3 Adults or one of a group
should have a flashlight.
4 Costumes should allow a
child to walk freely without
tripping and falling.
5 Costumes should permit layering, in case the evening
is cold.
6 Masks should have eye holes
that permit good vision.
Facepaints provide a good
alternative.
7 Parents should inspect
children's goodies bag
when they get home for any
signs of tampering.

The 29th annual neighborhood
Halloween party will be held again
in the St. Roch School gymn on
"Trick or Treat" Night, October
31st, which this year falls on Thursday.
The party will be sponsored with
assistance from the Skinker
DeBaliviere Community Council.
The party begins promptly at
5:30 p.m. and ends at 6:30 p.m.,
so that all participants will have the
opportunity to join in the fun outside.
Party activities include live entertainment—this year a professional magician, a costume parade
with prizes awarded to the ten best
costumes, a grand march around
the gym and, of course, some
"treats" on the way out for the children.

Halloween Customs
Rosedale neighbors have traditionally "manned" the barricades
between the 6100 and 6000
blocks. In times past, block captains
have rigged coffee pots, provided
donuts, and arranged a schedule of
adult volunteers with flashlights who
stay on the barricades, making sure
children enjoy the pleasures of trick
or treating in safety.
Some blocks are planning to do
this for 1996. If you plan to hand
out treats, the Community Council
asks that you do so between the
hours of 6:30 p.m. and 8 p.m. Your
porch light should be on. Asking
children -for a trick or a joke, a

riddle, or a song is the tradition in
our area. Goodies then become the
appropriate reward.
An adult presence throughout
the evening is very helpful. Perhaps
you will consider sitting on your
porch or stoop with your jack-o-lantern and a good flashlight while
handing out treats.
By 8 p.m. most of us have exhausted our candy supplies, so go
inside, turn off the porch light, and
enjoy a warm libation.
Whatever your family traditions,
please consider including neighborhood participation as a part of that
tradition.
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Editor's Notebook
by Lana Stein

October - November, 1996

It is already fall although the
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lude us into thinking that win-
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but the represent the same

comes more evident.

type and level of activity that

One of the original impe-

existed before the community

tuses behind the creation of

education.center concept was

community education centers

put into place.

in St. Louis was to create

No one institution can

schools that did riot close their

serve everyone all the time.

doors at 3:30 p.m.. Instead,

But, one would think that, in

the school could be a haven

these times, activities for

for youth, a place where kids

youth would be a top priority.

could partake in sports, study

Hopefully, in this new school

and receive assistance with

year, there can be greater

homework, a welcome refuge

emphasis on creative pro-

in uneasy times.

gramming that will serve

Unfortunately, Hamilton

many young people in this

has not provided this bridge to

area. The dances at Hamilton

young people. They are asked

have met with some success.

to pay $2 per person if they

Let's use that energy to create

would to shoot hoops, pro-

a more holistic approach for

vided that the gym is open to

our youth.

Neighborhood
Events and Meetings
October 27, 1996 Nina Place Condo Board Meeting 1:00 p.m.
at SDCC offices, 6008 Kingsbury
October 31, 1996 Halloween Party, St. Rock's Gym 5:30 to
6:30 p.m. 6052 Waterman
October 23, 1996 Skinker DeBaliviere Community Housing
Corporation, 12:00 noon SDCC offices,
6008 Kingsbury
November 6, 1996 Skinker DeBaliviere Community Housing
Corporation, 12:00 noon SDCC offices 6008
Kingsbury
November 11, 1996 Skinker DeBaliviere Community Council
Board Meeting at 7:00 p.m. SDCC offices
6008 Kingsbury

Other Events of Interest
10/17 28th Ward Regular Democratic Club meets at the Park Plaza, 232
N. Kingshighway, 7:30pm. All are welcome.
10/18 Synchronia performs at Steinberg Auditorium, Washington University, 8pm. Call 664-9313 for information.
10/19 & 10/20 Missouri Historical Society presents the world premiere
of Eric LeRoy Wilsons play, "The Place I'm In: Evolution of a
Neighborhood," performed by Historyonics at the History Museum in Forest Park. For information call 361-9265.

them. Firefighters and staff
from McDonald's rent the gym
for their recreation.

10/24 1996 Guitar Foundation of America: Afternoon Artists. World
premiere composition for guitar and voice by Timothy Vincent
Clark at Winifred-Moore Hall, Webster University, 1pm.
10/24 Urban Foium presents "Megacities in the Post Habitat II Era," a
talk by Michael A. Cohen of the World Bank at the Missouri Historical Society Library and Research Center, 225 S. Skinker, 7pm.
Free.
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10/26 TRIVIA NIGHT at St. Roch. $10 per person, 8 people per table.
Cost includes 2 free drink coupons. Doors open at 6:30pm. Game
begins promptly at 7pm. An evening of fun and prizes! Call
Mary Vanicelli at 727-0839 for reservations.
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Guidelines for Submitting Copy
The Times welcomes unsolicited articles and letters. Because of the small size
and volunteer nature of the writing staff, the quality and range of The Times has
always depended in large part on submissions from non-staff area residents.
All material - articles, letters, notices, classified ads - must be typewritten on
opaque paper, double-spaced, and signed. Copy may be submitted on computer
diskette if the diskette is in DOS format or on high density Macintosh diskettes.
Submissions on diskette should be accompanied by a printout of the article, the
name of the word processing software in which it is written, and the full name and
address of the party to whom the diskette should be returned. The signature on
correspondence to the editor may be omitted by request. Calendar listings should
be phoned in to the editor at 721-7532, or mailed to 5855 Nina Place, 63112.
The deadline for all copy is the 18th of the month.
The writer is responsible for the accuracy of the data, including times, dates,
locations, and particularly the spelling of names.
Pictures or illustrations should be in black and white. Color photographs often do
not reproduce well.
The editor retains the right to omit or alter any material.

10/25-10/27 The Library Foundation presents a bonus book sale from 48pm on the 25th, 10am-4pm on the 26th and 27th. At the
Compton Film Library garage, 1624 Locust (rear).
11/21 Urban Forum presents Robert Shapiro, chairman of Monsanto,
speaking on "Sustainability and the City" at the Missouri Historical Society Library and Research Center, 225 S. Skinker, 7pm.
Free.

COLONIAL
RUG COMPANY
6191 Delmar

DELMAR
CLEANERS

Complete Floor Service
Remnants Always in Stock

Your neighborhood cleaner
with complete cleaning Sr
laundry service.

Bill Schiller

6142 Delmar Blvd.

726-3281

Call 727-6600
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Artist's rendering of proposed pawnshop.

Update on Cash America Pawnshop

New Nuisance Law
Takes Effect

Cash America, a national
chain which owns the pawn
shop at 5980 Delmar, has recently submitted plans to upgrade its existing facility. Approximately one year ago, Cash
America purchased the pawn
shop with the hopes of moving
it west to the old Wabash Triangle Cafe site. As reported previously, this was not possible
within the parameters of the
Delmar Redevelopment Ordinance. Consequently, Cash
America literally went back to
the drawing board for another
look at what could be done to
improve the existing store. Representatives of the chain have
met three times with the Delmar
Commercial Committee to in-

A new bill passed by the
Board of Aldermen and signed
into law by the mayor targets
nuisances which cause a substantial interference to the health,
safety, welfare, or convenience
of city residents. These could
include lewd behavior, excessive
noise. or the use of firearms.
Police may make arrests or
issue summons or residents may
collect signatures on a petition.
The petition must contain the
signatures of a majority of registered voters or property owners
within a radius of 300 feet plus
one half of the width of the alleged nuisance property. Petitions are then reviewed by the
Excise Commissioner.
In either method, a hearing
is held. The Department of Public Safety appoints a hearing officer who is both a resident of
the city and an attorney who has
been in practice for two years.
The hearing officer will consider
whether the property in question
is detrimental to the neighborhood. At the end of the hearing, the officer makes a recommendation.
He/she can recommend that
the property be closed down for
a period of 30 days to one year.
Penalties imposed will be not less
than $300 and/or 90 days in jail
or not less than 50 hours of community service.

corporate suggestions from
neighborhood residents and
other businessmen on Delmar.
The plans now include increasing the front elevation to
approximately 1 1/2 stories by
means of a steel framed facade;
brick veneer; stone and brick
columns with wrought iron fencing along the parking lot entrances. Also included is substantial landscaping to screen the
rear of the building from the
MetroLink as well as the residential area on DeGivervilje.

cil. Plans will now be reviewed
by the DeGiverville Block Unit,
and then submitted to the Heritage and Urban Design Department of the City of St. Louis for
review prior to obtaining a building permit.
According to Bill White, Executive Vice President of Cash
America, these plans are just the
first step in working together
with the neighborhood to ensure
a safe, clean, and attractive business operation at the current
pawn shop site.

Plans were reviewed and
(liven preliminary approval on
October 1 by the Commercial
Committee of the SkinkerDeBaliviere Community Coun-

Delmar Redevelopment Planning Retreat

Facilitators Dave Van Bakergem,
from Washington University
School of Arch itectureis Urban Design, and Sarah Smith, of Bi-State
Development Agency's "Arts in
Transit."

Participants at the September 5, 1996, Delmar Redevelopment Planning
Retreat, brainstormed at Washington University.

WANTED
U. City Loop

TIVOLI

THEATRE
RESTORED TO
1924 SPLENDOR!
TIVOLI CARD:
5 tickets

for only S20

Blueberry
Hill
VOTED 1996

Classic Cinema Series

1 Restaurant/Bar
#1 Best Decor
#1 Hamburgers
#1 Beer Selection

6350 Delmar

6504 Delmar

Great ist-run Films +

862-1100 •

727-0880

Missouri Historical Society
seeks to fill four part-time positions
to present interpretative tours and
activities to students K-12. Job requirements include demonstrated
ability to engage students with interactive teaching style and in a
positive manner. Effective, enthusiastic communication style necessary. Understanding of age-appropriate learning styles and interest in
history preferred. Part-time hours
are 9 a.m. to noon, Tuesdays
through Fridays during the school
year. Send letter of interest and resume to Human Resources, PO Box
11940, St. Louis, MO 63112-0040.
Equal Opportunity Employer.

OFF 721-5600
RES. 882-5071

BROKER

as

ASSOCIATE

KARLEEN 0. HOERR
LIFE MEMBER IALLION DOLLAR CLUB
MEMBER MULTI LION DOLLAR CLUB

DANIEL B. FEINBERG REAL ESTATE CO.
310 N. SKWKER BLVD.
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63130
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Gary Hayes, SDCC President, Thoroughly Enjoys Life in Skinker DeBaliviere
by Lana Stein
Gary Hayes of 61xx
McPherson became president of
the board of the Skinker
DeBaliviere Community Council in January of this year. He
has served on the board for over
5 years and represents Grace
Methodist Church. He has lived
here for 11 years with his wife
Dee, stepson Rob, and daughter Elena. Rob is a sophomore
at CBC High School and Elena
is a third grader at St. Roch
School. Hayes also has two
grown sons and five grandchildren.
Hayes gives his wife Dee, St.
Louis' Circuit Attorney, the
credit for choosing the neighborhood. He was a bit skeptical at
first but soon discovered that this
was the best neighborhood he
ever lived in. "I wouldn't move
even if I won the lottery tomorrow," he explained. "There are
real people; great neighbors. I
have never seen a neighborhood
this committed to being a community," Hayes continued.
Hayes was actually born in
San Francisco but came to St.
Louis as an infant. His family
first lived by Gravois and
Shenandoah. In the boom of the
50s, the family purchased a
home in Affton. Their backyard
was a corn field. They moved
back to city when he began 7th
grade and he has been in the city
ever since.
Hayes had been a member of
the St. Louis Metropolitan Police Force. He retired from the
force in 1985 and then spent 56 months rehabbing the home
on McPherson. While he
habbed, a couple of lawyers
asked him to undertake investigations. He soon had his own
agency. Several years ago, he
merged that agency with another, ran it for two years, and
then sought a major career
change.
He is now undergoing "franchise training" from Firestone.
He is gearing up to take over
their franchise at Sarah and

Day Nursery Closes
Its Doors

Lindell and head an entirely new
staff. He was given a choice of
store locations including some
currently being built. He chose
the Lindell site because it is in
the city.
Hayes really enjoys being a
board member of the SDCC.
He had never been involved in
a neighborhood or community
before. He feels that the most
important goals for the Council
should be the redevelopment of
Delmar and addressing the vacant buildings in the neighborhood. "Our primary goal should
be to get something going on
Delmar and improve it like University City did the Loop."
Hayes enjoyed talking about
the strengths of the neighborhood. Its diversity was number
won. "We can meet and have a
council and work together. Obviously we're doing something
right. Our neighborhood is holding its own and is actually going
up in value."
He added that for a neighborhood to survive today there
would have to be a community
effort.

Hayes and his family are active members of Grace Methodist. He is working hard to encourage the church to increase
its financial commitment to the
neighborhood. Unfortunately,
most of its members live outside
Skinker DeBaliviere. He tries to
stress the interrelationship between the health of the neighborhood and the church.
Hayes spoke of Grace
Methodist's late pastor, Bill
Richardson. Richardson was a
friend to him and a role model.
He admired his ideas about racial equality and neighborhood
involvement. "Nor have I heard
a speaker who could speak as
well," Hayes added.
In his spare time, Hayes
heads for the Caribbean. His
great love is diving. He tries to
take 2 dive trips a year. Everyone in his family is now a certified diver. His other hobby is
gourmet cooking. He and 4 oldtime buddies hold a supper club
once a month; each takes a turn
preparing either the entree, the
salad, appetizers, or dessert.

After 25 years of dedicated
care-giving, Maverine Wilson of
M. Wilson Day Nursery in the
6000 block of Washington
closed the nursery's doors on
August 30, allowing herself a
much deserved retirement.
Wilson has been a mainstay
in our community for many
years. Not only has she provided
the valuable and often hard-tofind care for infants and toddlers
but she also has been very active in community affairs. For
example, she is past vice president of Rosedale Neighbors.
Wilson helped to develop the
minds, talents, and dreams of
many young people. The loving care she has provided over
the years has allowed parents to
pursue their careers without worrying about the well-being of
their children. "Nana" and her
service will be missed.
Wilson is in good health and
is not keeping idle in retirement:
She is now a professional
bowler.

6100 Washington
Block Unit Meets
On September 12, the 6100
Washington Block Unit met at
the New Cote Brilliante Church
of God. Joe Geiler is the new
block captain, replacing Frank
and Flossie Driscole, who provided excellent service for many
years. The block unit discussed
the need to upgrade Delmar and
possible strategies to employ.
Officers from the 7th District reported greater cooperation with
the University City police in handling youthful vagrants who have
appeared along with the considerable success of the Loop. A
large number of residents attended this meeting.

Attention
Neighbors

WE CATER -4
TO COWARDS

LEE FIORE, M.A., L.P.C.
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH ASSOCIATES
announces relocation of her practice

THE FORS'YTHE DENTAL GROUP

PSYCHOTHERAPY
SPECIALIZING IN CHILDHOOD
TRAUMA
and
DIVORCE RELATED ISSUES

Thai Cafe

HARVEY W. SMALL„ DA4D.
VALERIE PARIS O'BANNON,

The Dorchester
665 S. Skinker

Parkway Tower, Suite 321
225 S. Meramec Ave.
Clayton, MO 63105
727-9088

St. Louis, MO 63105
•

725-0988

HOURS:
LUNCH MON.-FFU. 11 AM-3PM
DINNER-MON.-SAT. 5 NA-10:30F1.4

If you have evidence regarding a
criminal activity,
you can call 241COPS and provide
information
anonymously.
Your call will not
be traced.
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Hamilton Spotlight
by Betsy King
This month's spotlight is on
citizenship. On Wednesday, October 3, fourth grade student
Brittney Kraus and third grade
student Shantie Nunley noticed
that there was a lot of trash on
the schoolyard at recess. They
found a plastic grocery bag on
the ground and spent their recess picking up litter. They said
that they didn't have anything to
do at recess and they wanted to
make the schoolyard look better. Way to go Brittney and
Shantie for demonstrating good
citizenship to your peers and the
Hamilton Community!
Again this year at Hamilton
we have students from DeSmet
Jesuit High School and
Westminster Christian Academy
working in the classrooms each
week for their community service projects. In addition, this
year we have eighth graders
from Crossroads who come to
Hamilton Monday through
Thursday to read to the students
or to work with small groups.
Also on the subject of citizenship, on Saturday, September
2S, fourth grade teachers Mrs.
Peggy Meyer, Mrs. Joanna
McPherson and Ms. Barb
Brueggemann set up a booth at
the Unity on Union Street Fair.
They distributed information
about educational opportunities
at Hamilton Community Center,
as well as volunteer forms for interested community members.
They had a lollipop tree at their
booth and handed out prizes to
the lucky lollipop winners.
The fall mini-session for the
Community Education Center
begins November 18 and runs
through December 19. The
classes offered are a continuation of the fall classes. There will

Brittney Kraus (lett) and Shantie Nunley (right).

be no evening classes during the
week of Thanksgiving. In addition, the Community School will
be offering a class in Conversational French. This class is on
Mondays and Wednesdays star_
ing October 14 and ending December 11, 1996. The 8-week
session is $30.00. Please call
Ms. Avis May in the Community
School office at 367-6996 for
more information about Community School opportunities.
Hamilton was one of five area
schools to participate in the
TileLink program in conjunction
with MetroLink, the SkinkerDeBaliviere Community Council, and the Central West End
Arts Council. Two hundred
Hamilton students had the opportunity to design clay tiles that
will be placed on the long wall
at the Delmar Park & Ride

Grace United Methodist Bazaar
Grace United Methodist will hold a Bazaar and Lunch on both
November 16th, 10 a.m.-3 p.m., and 17th following services. Offered will be four kinds of soup for eat-in or carry-out, a bake sale,
cookbooks and Christmas items.

Crossroads School Announces
November Events
On Sunday, November 3rd, Crossroads School will hold "Autumn
Ambrosia, " their annual progressive dinner at three homes on Portland Place. The cost is $90 per person. For information, call 3678085.
Tuesday, November 12th, is Crossroads Open House for prospective students entering grades 7-10 and their families.
Mark your calendars— Saturday November 23rd is the date of
Crossroads' Annual Book Fair, co-sponsored by Left Bank Books,
399 N. Euclid, where the Fair will be held. Books sold will benefit
Crossroads School.

MetroLink Station at the northeast corner Delmar and
Rosedale. This project was overseen at Hamilton by Ms. Juanita
Wood, parent of Hamilton first
grader Robert Wood.
In addition to the tiles that
were designed at Hamilton, Ms.
Paula Knight's third grade class
walked to Crossroads School
and designed tiles there along
with the Crossroads seventh and
eighth graders.
Hamilton's Fall Open House
was held on Wednesday, October 3. P.T.O. President Ms.
Katheryn Williams greeted our
visitors and distributed information about what parents should
expect academically and developmentally from students at
each grade level. She also provided parents with safety tips for
walking to school and waiting at
the bus stop, keys to building
self-esteem, the Community
School Newspaper, and
Hamilton E.C.E.C. Volunteer
Forms. She invited all parents to
join the P.T.O. and urged them
to take an active part in their
child's education. Parents were
invited to visit their child's class-

room and observe lessons in
progress. Forty-three parents
attended the Open House and a
reception was held in the library:
The third, fourth and fifth
grade students at Hamilton are
closely following the Presidential
campaigns of Bill Clinton, Bob
Dole, and Ross Perot. Each student in these grades completed
an "If I were President" essay
based on the campaign issues
presented in their Weekly Readers.
The essays will be judged by
Ms. Anna Jackson and Mrs.
Anne Ladner. From the essays,
three students will be chosen to
represent the candidates and
there will be an all-school assembly on October 28 in which the
whole student body will have a
question and answer session
with the "candidates." A mock
election will be held on October
29. Parents and community
members are invited to attend
the assembly and to vote in the
mock election.
The third, fourth and fifth
grade teachers have just added
GeoSafaris to the learning tools
that are used in their classrooms.
In addition, one GeoSafari is
available for use by the kindergarten, first, and second grade
rooms.
As you can tell, another great
school year is in full swing at
Hamilton E.C.E.C.
Please feel free to come by
and visit the school or to serve
as a community volunteer. Great
things are happening at
Hamilton and we want to share
our excitement with the SkinkerDeBaliviere Community!

N.I.M.B.Y.
WILDLIFE REPELLENT Zit
Available at these local stores:

Al's Greenhouse
Allen's Garden Shop
•
Bayer's
•
The Bug Store
Beckman Brothers
•
•

•

THANKS, NEIGHBORS!
DMX INDUSTRIES 385-0076
OFF. 721-5600
RES. 863-0220

Kingsbury
Animal Hospital
BROKER ID
ASSOCIATE

RENNI SHUTER, GRI
LIFE MEMBER IAILL.ION DOLLAR CLUB
RELOCATION SPECIALIST

420 N. Skinker (at Kingsbury)
Stephen A. 8rammeier DVM
Connie Handlovits DVM
Full Service Grooming Available
Hours by Appointment
9.6:30 Mon .Thurs.• 9.4:30 Fri. •

DANIEL B. FEINBERO REAL ESTATE CO.
31/0 N. SKINKER BLVD.
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 63131

721-6251

10.2

Sat .
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Garden Club Tackles Four Corners Before Winter Sets In

by Stephen A. Brammeier, D.V.M:
It is professionally reassuring
when case comes along that follows the rules. When a patient
gets sick they donit pull down the
medical textbook to make sure
they exhibit all the classical signs
of their disease. Much of the diagnostic approach to figuring
out a problem-or preventing a
problem-involves following a
standard protocol through a logical process of elimination based
on gathering information from,
and about, the patient.
The rules of the protocol begin with general, simple problems and work towards the more
unusual or complex. What this
means for the veterinarian is that
he, or she, spends a lot of time
warning people about the problems that could possibly be, and
ultimately defines a, specific
problem less frequently. Now,
if I haven't lost you completely,
I will attempt to tie all this into
the point of this article.
Three or four years ago we
began offering a pre-anesthetic
blood screen to our surgical patients. The screens consist of
four tests on a blood sample
drawn from the patient just prior
to administering the anesthesia.
We check one kidney function
test (BUN), one liver function test
(SGPT), measure total cellular
components (PCV), and total
protein content of a whole blood
sample.
The purpose of the screen is
to detect possible problems that
are not notable on a physical
exam; problems that would either change the type of anesthetic drugs used, or require that
anesthesia be postponed for further investigation into the abnormal test results. Performing the
pre-anesthetic screen does not
guarantee a safe anesthetic experience but it reduces the risk.
Most pet owners worry when
their pet undergoes anesthesia
and want to reduce the risk
whenever possible.
Luckily, 95% or more of the
time there are no problems detected on the pre-anesthetic
tests. So, I find myself answering questions for clients about
how "necessary" are these preop tests.
As I mentioned in the opening paragraph, I work from the
generalities to the specifics. I tell
people, "Generally, there are no
problems, especially with young,
healthy pets. But, these screening test are designed to help prevent the unexpected problem
patient from receiving anesthesia."
This week we had the perfect example of why the pre-anesthetic tests are important.

(From left) Lu Green, Julie Einspanier and Lois Schoemehl attack debris
found in the planters, before they begin transplanting.

Carl, a 7 month old Rott-weiller
was to be neutered. We have
seen Carl since he was about 3
months old. He has had an uneventful puppyhood. He was robust, had grown to 66 pounds,
and his owners had not noticed
any problems. Fortunately, or
unfortunately, depending on
your perspective, Carl's pre-anesthetic blood screen showed an
elevation in his BUN. We repeated our test to make sure our
first reading was accurate and
then pursued other tests: a creatinine and a urinalysis. Long
story short, we are doing further
tests on Carl and it appears he
may have been born with deficient kidneys. It is not a good
diagnosis for Carl, but with medical management he may get
along well for a while. Carl may
have had serious problems during or after anesthesia because
of his impaired kidney function.
The next time I explain why
we do pre-anesthetic blood tests,
I will remember Carl.
(From left) Michelle Pike, Julie Einspanier, and Beth Tipton work at thinning overgrown plants, while Julie Schoemehl and Lu Green (rear) evaluate another planter before plunging in.

Meanwhile, down the street...

c•

t.

Mayer Funeral Home Inc.
4356 Lindell Boulevard St.
Louis, MO 63108
533-0293
Guideon Richeson

Griffens Galore: Neighborhood artist Andy Cross puts the finishing
touches on a flower box that he constructed and installed at the barricade at Rosedale and McPherson.
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1996
Rags
to Riches:
The
World's
Largest
Yard
Sale
Photos by Suzanne Johnson

Another treasure rescued from oblivion by a young, sharp-eyed customer.

At the Kingsbury Animal Hospital, Amy Gill stops to buy a Council T-shirt
while her son, Wyatt, waits patiently, eyeing the merchandise.

New Houses For Sale in Kingsbury Square
Three new townhomes are being completed in Kingsbury Square.
One is already sold and two are on the market. Interested purchasers would have the ability to pick out many of the features of their
new homes. Susie Feinberg and Karleen Hoerr of Feinberg Realty
are the sales agents. These homes will each have 3 bedrooms and
2 and 1/2 baths. There is an attached 2 car garage and a full dining
room. The selling price of the two remaining units is about
$135,000. Various upgrades are available.

A youngster Is entertained by a marvelous puppet.
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In Your Ear
by Hawkeye L. Hoerr
We were in the basement, looking for box 73-11FA4 of shoes
when we stumbled across a set of
glasses. The glasses were used
when we were first married, a
score-plus years ago, and had been
packed for safekeeping. After the
second or third move, they were
relegated to storage. The glasses
all have football Cardinal logos on
the sides, courtesy of Shell gasoline, so I can see why they were
put into the time capsule we call
our basement. There we were, the
first wife and 1, poking around in
the basement, opening a variety of
containers, trying to read handwritten labels on the shoe boxes, gently moving piles without ever looking below the top several inches of
detritus. To the wife's credit, she
has her shoe collection organized
quite methodically. The first two
digits on the box indicate the year
in which the shoes were purchased,
while the next two tell in which
month the babies came home. The
letter system has something to do
with the style of shoe, the first letter indicating country of origin and
the second letter signifying color (a
= alabaster). The final number indicates whether the pair of shoes is
an only child (1), purchased with
other siblings (2), part of a family
(3), or obtained from a wholesaler
(4). As luck would have it, no box
73-11FA4 of shoes. We ran
through the 72 series, along with
80, 81, and 86-91. We found a
stack of old LP's: the Beachboys,
the Beatles, the Mommas and the
Poppas, the Four Tops, and, even,
the Kingston Trio. I'd like to think
that the last album was a gift, given
to us by someone, but I'm not sure.
The musical tastes in our house
range from Willie Nelson to the
Rolling Stones, so anything is possible. Over to the left we found our
blender collection. Well, it's really
not a collection, like the shoes are,
it's just that there are a lot of blenders there, all together. Back in the
pre-Bee Gee Days, when we were
married, there must have been a
sale on blenders or some such
thing. For whatever reason, we
were given SEVEN blenders! (The
next most popular present was
clock radios. We received three of
them.) Anyway, we'd initially intended to return the blenders, take
them back to Venture or E.J.
Korvette, and cash them in for
something we newlyweds sorely
needed, like a cook book. Alas,
even in the 70's time was scarce
and we never got around to it. So
today we have a mini-blender museum in the basement. And yes,
we could still use a cookbook, not
to mention a stove!
We continued to search, clearing away piles like someone wading in the ocean and moving away
the water, and stumbled across the
first wife's racquetball trophies. In
her youth she was quite a jockette.
The zenith of her athletic career,
though, may be the night that we
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were playing doubles and I, as ever
wanting to things to be fair, played
left-handed to keep the score close.
CRACK was the sound that my
racket made on her forehead. Like
a shot, she dropped to the floor,
unconscious. The good news is that
one of our partners was an ophthalmologist, so he made sure there
was no permanent damage. The
other good news was that as a result of my hitting her in the head,
she was unable to return the ball
so my side scored a point.
Next to her racquetball trophies
we found her old Girl Scout mementos. I knew we were getting
close.
"Tell me again," I said, in my
ever-cheery, always-supportive
voice, "why we're looking for this
particular box of shoes."

"Don't be silly," she said, "you
know why. Surely you remember
73-11FA4!"
"Right," I said hesitantly, thinking furiously to myself but drawing
a blank. 88-06BR3 I remembered
well, she was a good friend. And I
always appreciated the leadership
that 91-01G2 demonstrated when
the sandals were acting up. 7702BB1 was old, but a good family
friend, and who could forget the
zany and crazy jokes that 820113G3 always told? But 7311FA4 just didn't register with me.
"I've found it," she shouted suddenly, ripping open a box, knocking over an electric hot-dagger and
pet rock in her enthusiasm. "Here
she is!" Sure enough, she pulled a
dusty shoe box from the larger container of shoes, and written on the
side in black marker was 7311FA4.
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"Oh good," I responded, "of
course I remember 73-11FA4,"
being the supportive, if not totally
honest, spouse. "And again, why
the search for this particular one?
You have between two and three
hundred shoes upstairs in your closets."
"I don't know what's-wrong with
you," she shouted, losing her patience with. me. "Surely you know
that tomorrow is 85-10131's birthday, and remember how she and
73-11FA4 were so close? They
struck up a friendship together in
the shoe tree and later even went
on vacation with us to
DisneyWorld."
"Of course, honey," I said as I dusted
off a McGovern for President poster,
"it just slipped my mind."

Our home is in
the
so is our heart.
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